SANKEI NEWS STATES BLACKCURRANTS MAY COMBAT RADIATION AND
PREVENT ANDVANCE AGING

The anti-oxidants contained in fruits and vegetables have recently been recognized as protectors against the
harmful effects of radioactive substances (radiation). Radiation reacts with the water in our bodies, and generates
active oxygen, which can then cause adult diseases; but anti-oxidants have shown to eliminate active oxygen
accumulation throughout the body. Along with the ability to combat radiation, experts are particularly interested
in the potential benefits of blackcurrant (cassis berries) in relieving eye fatigue and preventing advanced aging.

ANTI-OXIDANT RICH FOODS IMPROVED THE ANTI-OXIDANT LEVELS OF CHILDREN
FOLLOWING CHERNOBYL NUCLEAR DISASTER
Professor Shigeo Ota, known as an expert in the study of mitochondria, and a cell biologist at the Graduate School
of Medicine at Nippon Medical School recently said, “When the Chernobyl nuclear disaster occurred in 1986, the
nearby residents experienced reduced levels of anti-oxidants in their bodies due to the exposure of massive doses
of radiation. It was reported that when exposed children were given anti-oxidant vitamins, their anti-oxidant levels
dramatically improved. Active oxygen is the cause of approximately 80% of radiation injuries, so the ability of antioxidant rich fruits to eliminate active oxygen has been gaining much attention.” Ota is focused on the color of
fruits and vegetables as indicators of foods that effectively suppress active oxygen. According to Ota, foods with
deep red, green, and yellow tones are superior in anti-oxidant effects, so it is preferred that these foods are
consumed daily. Although radiation has been directly linked to several forms of cancer, it is not the only cause of
cancer. Other factors, such as smoking, obesity, and lack of vegetable intake must also be considered. “Excessive
fear of radiation risks is not healthy,” Ota cautioned.

SANKEI NEWS CONFIRMS BLACKCURRANT BERRIES HAVE GREATER ANTI-OXIDANT
BENEFITS THAN BLUEBERRY AND BILBERRY
Berries, however, have drawn attention lately as the most powerful anti-oxidant foods. Blackcurrant, among other
berries, has particularly impressive anti-oxidant power, the data of which is a must-see for anyone interested in the
topic. Blackcurrant has been shown to provide greater benefits than blueberry and bilberry, according to the Antioxidative Component Comparison Test (see below graph) conducted by HortResearch Institute, a national
research organization in New Zealand.

ORAC VALUE IS A DECIDING FACTOR IN CONSUMER PURCHASING, AND
BLACKCURRANTS HAVE A HIGHER ORAC VALUE THAN OTHER FRUTIS
Around the world, Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity (ORAC) is used as an indicator of anti-oxidative power.
The ORAC value is often indicated in health supplements and beverages, and consequently, many consumers make
their purchasing decisions based on this information. A key issue to recognize is that blackcurrants have repeatedly
ranked a higher ORAC score than numerous other fruits.

JAPAN BLACKCURRANT ASSOCIATION STATES BLACKCURRANTS HAVE THE ABILITY TO
SUPPRESS GLAUCOMA PROGRESSION
The Administration Office of the Japan Cassis (blackcurrant) Association (Meguro-ku, Tokyo) states, “Blackcurrant
has various potential efficacies, one of which is that of suppressing the progression of glaucoma, as recently
presented at an academic meeting. Japanese consumers have only known blackcurrant as another fruit, but since
the earthquake, we have received inquiries on the effects of blackcurrant from consumers that are concerned
about radioactive substances.”

THE MAJORITY OF BLACKCURRANTS CONSUMED IN JAPAN COME FROM NEW ZEALAND
AND OTHER COUNTRIES
In Japan, blackcurrant is produced in Aomori City and other areas, but the total domestic production amounts to
only five tons per year. A significant percentage of the blackcurrant consumed in Japan is imported from New
Zealand and other countries. Blackcurrant liquor, with ideal amounts of acidity, is popular among young women,
but otherwise blackcurrant is not a familiar item at the regular family dinner table. The Japan Cassis Association
hopes to promote this powerful fruit by emphasizing its excellent anti-oxidative power and anti-aging properties.
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